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The Government Team proposed continuing the discussion 
Alliance Party paper. They said that a consensus appeared to 
emerging that there was a degree of inherent instability in the sort 
of Executive envisaged by the Alliance.

proposal for appointing 
weaknesses, the SDLP agreed with them 
in which both sides of the community were represented.

although
had inherent

The UUP delegation said that while they were willing to 
the Alliance document as a basis for negotiation, there was a danger 

this stage discussing the detail of 
the identification of broad

necessary to consider not only what system 
appropriate for the immediate situation but how it might evolve 
the future. The UUP saw a difficulty with regard to the 

stability of any power sharing executive and would ask the Alliance 
re-examine that aspect of their proposals. It was desirable to 

avoid being over-ambitious with regard to the type of 
which might be established. The more ambitious the structures, 
greater the stresses to which they would be subjected.
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Secretary of 
the Cabinet.

they envisaged
to represent Northern Ireland in

necessary 
each tradition to see its representatives operating with real 
at the highest level.

power 
proposals. 

for example,

The UUP delegation sought clarification of 
Secretary of State for 

proposals. 
Executive?

public relations exercise.
proposal was for a lower key structure but one which was more likely 
to be workable. The Alliance delegation replied that they did not 
see the Executive as having a purely presentational purpose.

Executive member of a minority party, 
in getting proposals for legislation approved by the Executive and 
the Assembly?

their proposals provided for the 
two traditions to be represented at the highest level but it was not 

a Cabinet style executive operating on the basis 
of collective responsibility. There was no need 
system of Government for a small area such as Northern Ireland.

replied 
clearly had to carry the other members with him. 
whole would have to reach agreement about what proposals were to be 
adopted, but this did not reguire acceptance of "collective 
responsibility", whereby all members of the Executive were required 
to speak with one voice once a decision had been taken.

The SDLP delegation asked the Alliance how much importance they 
attached to the Executive. The Alliance delegation replied
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coalition government 
be argued that a coalition

based on a wide

government.
the weaknesses

appropriate 
did not work

system might
Great Britain, 
Northern Ireland.

vote,
While the "first past the post" 

for a cohesive

coalition, they 
opposition to the concept of power sharing.

of phrases 
was important to keep 

matters in perspective and not look for over-elaborate institutional 
structures.

society 
society such

degree 
to single-party Government based 

the case with the

pointing 
not expressing

participating parties 
aspects of the policies on which they 
secure agreement with their partners.

all parties were represented 
would effectively be no opposition, 
be reluctant to challenge decisions taken by their leaders. The 
Alliance delegation replied that in the old Assembly, there had been 
frequent disagreements between party leaders and their back bench 
colleagues. The PUP commented that this could have been because the 
Assembly had no power, unlike the Executive envisaged in 
Alliance proposals.

the Alliance proposals 
compatible with the requirements of accountability and scrutiny.

in the Cabinet or Executive, there 
since back bench members would

The SDLP delegation responded that 
necessarily weak government. It could 

of strength if 
support, in contrast 

than 50% of

was not

The UUP delegation expressed 
"Government" and "Ministers".such
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paper

The issues raised by the SDLP 
would be addressed when the other strands were reached.

Party's proposals 
finance and said they would wish to discuss these at the appropriate 
time.

proposed 
consigned to

Rights. 
appropriate subject for a separate sub-Committee.

The Government Team proposed that, 
paper having been concluded, the meeting should adjourn until 2.00 
pm, when the SDLP paper would be discussed.

expressed concern that there was no 
explicit reference in the Alliance paper to the wider relationships 
which were the root of the problem. How did the Alliance envisage 

their proposed institutional

stage of questions 
commented that

root of the problem, 
relationships impacting 

structures? Were these questions 
’ Relationships were 
They could not just be looked at as an external

Alliance delegation confirmed that their


